
PLANNING AND ZONING COMPREHENSIVE PLAN: 

The City Council and Planning Commissioners have been diligently working 

on updating the City of La Cygne Comprehensive plan. The comprehensive 

plan is a “RESUME” for the City of La Cygne. It maps out and defines the    

vision of the governing body, planning commissioners and patrons for the 

next three to twenty years.  

Community surveys have been reviewed and the governing bodies, with  

assistance from IBTS, are preparing a draft for the community to review at 

the next town hall meeting. WE NEED YOU TO ATTEND TO MAKE SURE 

YOUR VISION HAS BEEN HEARD! Watch for flyers in October 2022. 



SEWER REHABILITATION PROJECT: 

First of all, the city would like to thank you for your patience as we       

continue to improve the infrastructure of the City of La Cygne. The Sewer 

Rehabilitation Project has moved forward at a great pace. The                

preconstruction CCTV of the sewer main is complete, the manhole          

rehabilitations and point repairs on the mains have been completed, 

Nowak Construction is currently working on the five(5) main sections 

which need to be replaced.  

SAK, a subcontractor of Nowak Construction, is performing the relining of 

the mains. This is a very interesting process which does interrupt your 

service for approximately 3-5 hours. SAK is placing door-hangers on the 

door prior to working in your area. There is an odor which smells like      

fiberglass/acetone that can travel in to your home if you have any dry 

traps. Simply placing a wet towel over floor drains or openings can help 

prevent the odor from traveling in to your home. If necessary, open your 

windows for a brief period after completion to vent your house.  

KDOT CCLIP Hwy 152 and Industrial Blvd.  

As a part of a grant from KDOT, the city was 

able to replace the intersection at KS highway 

152 and Industrial Blvd. The new addition of 

turning lanes will greatly assist with the truck 

traffic turning at the intersection to access the 

Linn County Industrial Park. Killough         

Construction was able to maintain the flow of 

traffic throughout the project which was a 

blessing for the delivery trucks. The city is 

pleased with the work performed by Killough 

Construction. We are thankful to finally have a  

safer flow of traffic through this zone.  


